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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose the extendibility of ultra-thin body and box (UTBB) devices to 7 and 5 nm technology nodes focusing on electrostatics. A difficulty in scaling traditional UTBB is the need for SOI scaling to about one fourth of the gate length. We propose a U-channel fully depleted silicon on insulator architecture that starts off with a thicker SOI (8–11 nm) and has a U-shaped channel enabled by a recessed metal gate. This device improves the electrostatics by increasing the overall gate length at fixed metal gate opening, mitigating drain field coupling to the source due to the recessed metal gate region and having thin SOI below the center of the device (4–5 nm). Modeling shows that good electrostatics can be maintained at small metal gate opening to enable pitch scaling. This device provides lower cost options for mobile and IOT technologies.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In order to scale MOSFETs to 7 and 5 nm nodes with 30-40 nm gate pitch, aggressive gate length scaling to 12-14 nm is required. Of paramount importance is the electrostatic integrity at such short gate lengths as it is significantly influenced by drain induced barrier lowering (DIBL). Possessing good subthreshold slope and DIBL are critical for good overdrive and hence device switching speed. The industry has adopted FinFET technology in the 22 nm [1] and 14 nm technology nodes [2], [3]. Scale length theory [4], [5] shows that FinFETs can provide gate length scaling by reducing fin thickness, Dfin, and it is expected that more advanced nodes will be enabled by continued Dfin and fin pitch scaling. However, in addition to process complexities with making tall thin fins and cost associated with process integration, FinFETs are limited in enabling multiple device thresholds for power-performance optimization without the use of multiple work function metals and, as such, are not optimal for growing IOT and mobile markets.

Planar ultra-thin body and box (UTBB) [6]–[8] fully depleted silicon on insulator (FDSOI) devices have many advantages for future low-cost energy-efficient applications. However, process steps for scaling to ultra-thin FDSOI devices can be difficult to control, and extrinsic resistance can hinder any performance improvement. In this paper, we present a novel planar U-channel UTBB FDSOI device that can alleviate these problems.

Figure 1 summarizes the salient features of FDSOI technology variants in production and as reported in research publications, along with the extension proposed herein. Improvements in access resistance have been accomplished through improved epitaxy techniques and activation anneals [6], [7], [9], [10]. Channel conductance has been primarily addressed directly through strain engineering [9], [10]. While reduction of the silicon thickness (and secondarily the BOX thickness) has enabled scaling of the channel length, further reduction of the silicon thickness below 5nm is problematic due to quantum effects, mobility degradation, and the need to form the source/drain epitaxy after the gate stack etch. Therefore, additional scaling beyond the ‘10nm node’ requires a new approach. In this paper we propose a modified device structure – the U-channel device – that addresses basic scaling issues and enables superior performance at reduced gate pitch for extension to future nodes.
II. U-CHANNEL FDSOI DEVICE FEATURES

Figure 2 contrasts a conventional UTBB device with the proposed U-channel device.

Unlike the conventional device, the U-channel device has a recessed gate region below the source/drain extension regions under the spacers. This allows a thicker starting SOI and provides a thin SOI layer in the part of the channel region under the recessed gate. This device construct is enabled by advances in High-k Metal Gate (HKMG) gate-last replacement gate technology. The device fits into a much smaller gate pitch without degrading electrostatics. The recessed portion of the gate helps by screening the drain field from the source region. Another advantage of the U-channel device is that the contact length can be larger at fixed pitch which helps in mitigating the increasing problem of contact resistance. The idea of grooved gate MOSFET was explained in a pioneering paper [11] that showed the benefits of achieving a negative junction depth. The authors observed improved punch through breakdown characteristics and less threshold change due to channel length variations. Improved short channel characteristics were observed with negative junction depth in other bulk devices as well [12], [13]. An SOI ultra-short junction-less V-shaped channel device was fabricated [14] which appears to have high gate to S/D overlap capacitance.

We now investigate the electrostatics of the proposed device using 2D Technology Computer Aided Design (TCAD). Idealized structures were generated using uniform doping profiles with Gaussian tails and the electrostatics were investigated by using the FIELDAY drift-diffusion simulator including SRH recombination, Mujtaba mobility model, quantum correction for inversion layer and band gap narrowing [15].

Figure 3 shows the U-channel structure and the doping profile used for 2D-TCAD simulation studies of an NFET device. It represents an ideal ultimate process which starts with a shallow heavily doped n-type blanket layer on a lightly doped p-type SOI wafer. This can be followed by the process steps for the U-channel device including the recessing step which will go through and beyond the blanket layer. It is crucial in this device to maintain a shallow junction at the gate edge to minimize both the gate-overlap capacitance [16] and the doping gradient where the source links to the U-channel. Therefore, thermal process steps need to be limited. The key parameters are summarized in Figure 4.

For these simulations, the gate insulator equivalent oxide thickness (EOT) was assumed to be 0.7 nm as it is becoming increasingly difficult to scale the gate insulator. Further, a realistic quarter-gap (Q-gap) work-function (WF) of 4.36eV, was assumed, which can be achieved in a small gate opening (< 20nm) by optimizing the WF setting metal process. All simulations were performed at Vdd = 0.9V for illustration. Figure 5 shows the IV characteristics in linear and saturation conditions, demonstrating good subthreshold and DIBL characteristics.

Figure 6 shows Vt roll-off, subthreshold slope in saturation, and DIBL as a function of total channel length which
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FIGURE 5. IV characteristics showing excellent DIBL and subthreshold behavior. The starting SOI is 8nm, gate opening is 14nm and cavity depth is 4nm.

FIGURE 6. (Left): NFET roll-off characteristics with a PFET back-gate work-function and Q-gap NFET gate WF. (Right): Sub-threshold slope (SS) and DIBL as a function of gate length. Notice that a target device of \( L = 0.022 \mu m \) (Leff \( \sim 0.018 \mu m \)) has excellent DIBL and SS.

It is important to control the starting SOI thickness and the gate recess cavity depth. Figure 7 shows the effect of each of these parameters on the electrostatics of the device.

FIGURE 7. (Left): The NFET electrostatics for different starting SOI thicknesses but same cavity depth (L = 26nm, cavity = 6nm and gate opening = 14nm). (Right): The NFET electrostatics for the same starting SOI thickness but different cavity depths. The front gate WF is Q-gap and back gate WF is mid-gap with a gate insulator EOT of 0.7nm.

The nominal case is assumed to be starting SOI of 11nm and 6nm gate recess cavity. As expected, the electrostatics get worse for thicker starting SOI or under-etched cavity, but the impact is not severe even with these extreme variations and should be manageable with careful process control.

It is of interest to compare the U-channel device with UTBB devices of same effective gate length. Both conventional UTBB and U-channel devices were simulated with TCAD. In Figure 8, the U-channel device is compared to conventional UTBB devices with uniform SOI thickness equal to that below the recessed gate of the U-channel device. The conventional UTBB devices had a gate recess of about 1nm to simulate the effects of dummy gate removal and any wet cleans prior to gate insulator processing. It is seen that the electrostatics of the U-channel device are similar to those of conventional UTBB with similar effective channel length modeled with the same ideal doping profile, but only the U-channel process has the capability to produce low-resistance self-aligned doping regions under the spacers. Thus, to a first approximation, the U-channel device is an effective way of scaling gate pitch at equivalent electrostatics as a conventional UTBB FDSOI device.

The U-channel UTBB device, like the UTBB FDSOI, has an advantage over FinFET technology in having back gates which can set or modulate threshold voltage. Such capability is useful in system level power-performance optimization. The back gate (BG) of the U-channel device can be doped and also biased to influence the device threshold voltage. Thus, low Ioff and low threshold devices can be obtained by applying reverse and forward biases on BG respectively. TCAD simulations were performed with N-type and P-type BGs held at a bias of 0V. Figure 9 shows that using N-type or P-type back-gates provides low Vt or high Vt devices with about 9X difference in Ioff for a BOX thickness of 20nm. Further, for example, changing the bias potential of either back gate type by about 1V (the difference in N-type and P-type WF) can be used to modulate Ioff an additional 9X. Example architecture of a UTBB biasing scheme [17] is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel</th>
<th>Si below chn. 4nm</th>
<th>Si below chn. 4nm</th>
<th>Si below chn. 4nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gate Opening (nm)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L total (nm)</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cavity (nm)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leff (nm)</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting SOI (nm)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSat (mV/dec)</td>
<td>74.5</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIBL (mV)</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ioff (nA/um)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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reproduced in Figure 10. In the simplest version of U-channel UTBB, the substrate can be a common node. For system level optimization, N-Type and P-Type wells can be situated beneath both nfets and pfets and independently contacted and biased to achieve desired threshold voltages. In doing so, care should be taken to minimize and mitigate proximity effects of metal gate WFs [17].

### III. GIDL ESTIMATES

Another design factor is Gate Induced Drain Leakage (GIDL) in the proposed architecture. GIDL occurs by band-to-band tunneling (BTBT) between any 2 points in the device having a potential difference at least equal to the band-gap of the semiconductor. Solomon et al. [18] have shown that the BTB tunneling current density is a function of the tunneling distance, which can be measured on a two-dimensional potential plot. The tunneling density (A/cm$^2$) can be converted to tunneling current per unit device width (A/cm) by assessing the width on the two-dimensional potential plot where the shortest possible tunneling distance exists.

Equipotential contours in the U-channel nfet device are shown in Figure 11(left). The crowding and termination of drain field lines in the recessed portion of the metal gate confirms that the recessed metal gate screens the field lines emanating from the drain, thus benefiting short channel effects. Also, the minimum distance between 2 equipotential contours separated by the band-gap of Si is seen from Figure 11(right) to be about 7nm in this device at the simulated voltage conditions. This leads to a BTBT current density value of about 10nA/um$^2$ from the data in the Solomon paper. It is seen that the cross-sectional area over which BTBT can occur is extremely small, with a width of about 1nm at the most. Thus, the BTBT current is less than 10 pA/um. These DIBL estimates do not include any parasitic bipolar enhancement because the FDSOI structure mitigates that effect. Additionally, low Ioff devices with reverse-biased back gates increase the source to body barrier, further precluding bipolar effects [19].

This low GIDL current is negligible for logic, and furthermore can enable very dense low-power SRAM or embedded DRAM. The low Vt or high-performance logic pfet device will benefit with a SiGe channel. However, the SiGe channel makes the pfet more vulnerable to GIDL than the nfet due to reduced band-gap of SiGe compared to Si. Assuming a band-gap of 0.8V, the minimum tunneling distance becomes about 5nm for the pfet with a GIDL current estimate of 1nA/um. In SRAM, SiGe channel is not likely to be used and so the GIDL becomes less of a concern.

The table in Figure 12 shows a comparison of a possible embedded DRAM or Input/Output (IO) device design to the logic device design point for this technology. The DRAM design requires a higher gate voltage on the word-line to write the highest bit-line voltage into the capacitor. The higher voltage supply Vpp could be of the order 1.5V, while the logic voltage in the upcoming timeframe would be perhaps 0.7V or lower. The DRAM device requires a larger EOT to support the higher voltage and maintain very low tunneling current in the gate insulator. Thus, the electric field at the gate/drain edge is no higher than the logic device and maintains low Ioff current sufficient for embedded DRAM applications. The larger EOT degrades the electrostatics somewhat but still gives quite acceptable results for IO/DRAM applications.

### IV. GATE STACK FEASIBILITY

A key requirement for this technology is a suitable gate stack (with the desired effective metal gate WF) with a gate
opening as small as 14nm for the 7nm node. The gate stack proposal is depicted in Figure 13.

All devices are enabled by using a SIGMA metal and hafnium oxide [20] with tungsten as gap-filling metal. An nFET q-gap WF (left) can be achieved by using hafnium oxide with a metal dopant. An SRAM mid-gap WF (center) for nFET and pFET is achieved without using any metal dopant. A low-Vt pFET WF (right) is obtained using metal dopant with hafnium oxide in conjunction with SiGe channel. The q-gap nFET and pFET work functions were demonstrated at an inversion gate insulator thickness of 12.5Å [20].

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, a novel U-channel UTBB FDSOI technology with recessed metal gate is proposed as an option to continue scaling UTBB FDSOI to the 7nm node. 2D TCAD modeling shows electrostatic feasibility of the device which mitigates the need to scale starting SOI and gate insulator thickness and offers the benefit of obtaining multiple device thresholds and to control parasitic capacitance and resistance.

We also investigate the continued scaling path of the U-channel device to the 5nm technology node using TCAD. Figure 14 shows a possible path that does not require further gate insulator scaling and reduces the metal gate opening (LMG) to 12nm. With the suggested scaling path, similar DIBL and sub-threshold characteristics are obtained from the simulations.

Further modeling work and experimentation is needed to understand the transport characteristics in the U-channel including the effects of strain. Experimental verification of the critical shallow junctions is also suggested. However, we believe that the proposed U-channel device may be the most attractive option for continued Si CMOS scaling with ability to obtain multiple device thresholds and to control parasitic capacitance and resistance.
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